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Abstract
K2 is a new architecture and verification approach for hardware security modules (HSMs). The K2 architecture’s rigid separation between I/O, storage, and computation over secret state enables modular proofs and allows for software development and verification independent of hardware development and verification while still providing correctness and security guarantees about the composed system. For a key step of verification, K2 introduces a new tool called Chroniton that automatically proves timing properties of software running on a particular hardware implementation, ensuring the lack of timing side channels at a cycle-accurate level.

CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy → Systems security; Software and application security; Security in hardware; Logic and verification.
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1 Introduction

Hardware security modules (HSMs) are powerful tools for building secure systems. Applications can factor out key security-critical state and operations onto these devices, which have simple special-purpose software and hardware. For example, certificate authorities like Let’s Encrypt use HSMs to store their signing key and sign certificates [10, 40]; cloud providers including Apple and Google use HSMs to enforce guess limits for cloud backup keys protected by a low-entropy PIN [9, 30, 33]; and end users use USB security keys to defend private keys used for authentication with schemes like U2F [46].

Building trustworthy HSMs that are correct, secure, and free of timing side-channel vulnerabilities, is a major challenge. Unfortunately, like any other hardware/software system, HSMs are susceptible to bugs, including logic bugs, memory corruption bugs, hardware bugs, and timing side channels [1–8, 17, 24, 32, 36, 48].

HSMs have a number of hardware/software components and subsystems, including the storage layer, I/O stack, and application logic, that not only must work correctly but also must interoperate correctly. These components interact in subtle ways, and the misbehavior of any component can break the security of the system or introduce side-channel vulnerabilities.

Formal verification is a promising approach for eliminating correctness and security bugs in individual components as well as their integration. Prior work has verified HSMs end-to-end using the Knox framework [16]; Knox requires directly reasoning about the combined hardware/software system as a monolith, limiting practicality and scalability.

This paper proposes K2, a new modular architecture for HSMs that introduces rigid separation between I/O, storage, and computation over secret state. The design enables modular formal verification, simplifying software and proof development while maintaining strong guarantees about the behavior of the entire hardware/software system, including its timing behavior. Furthermore, the architecture provides benefits even without end-to-end verification. Isolation of components limits the damage caused by bugs: for example, bugs in the I/O driver can’t leak secrets of the application.

K2’s architecture sidesteps a large class of bugs (e.g., bugs in the I/O driver cannot leak secrets) and simplifies verification. In K2’s design, a small kernel runs a tiny amount of code in RISC-V M-mode (and the rest of its code in U-mode) and uses Physical Memory Protection (PMP) hardware to separate I/O with the external world from computation over secret state. With this setup, computation over sensitive data — where bugs or side-channel leakage are a concern — starts from a clean/constrained state, is unaffected by inputs from the external world, and is unable to produce observable intermediate outputs aside from the final result of the computation and the end-to-end running time.

Verifying HSM software for K2 is done in two steps. First, the developer proves functional correctness of their software, using existing tools for program verification like F* and Low*. Then, the developer uses a tool we developed called Chroniton, which automatically proves the timing behavior of the software on the HSM’s hardware, ensuring constant-time execution and the absence of timing side channels.
```python
var signing_key = null

def load_key(key):
    signing_key = key

def sign_certificate(cert):
    return rsa_sign(signing_key, cert)
```

**Figure 1.** A functional specification for a certificate authority’s certificate-signing HSM. The spec doesn’t support reading out the signing key once it’s installed into the device. The specification of the `rsa_sign` function is not shown.

Metatheory ties together hardware-related and software-related proofs carried out as part of K2 development, providing a guarantee that an HSM implementation’s wire-level behavior correctly and securely implements a high-level functional specification.

## 2 Threat model and security goal

K2 considers an adversary that gains complete control over the wire-level interface of the HSM, with the ability to read and write digital-level signals on wires at every cycle. This captures realistic adversaries, such as a remote attacker who gains control over a host machine that is connected to the HSM.

K2 is concerned with remote attackers, a common adversary that HSMs aim to defend against. K2 does not consider attacks that require physical access to the HSM, including attacks that require physical tampering. Side channels other than digital-level timing side channels, such as electromagnetic radiation [11], temperature [31], and power [35] are also out of scope.

K2’s security goals are captured by information-preserving refinement (IPR) [16]. IPR is a real/ideal-style definition that relates an HSM’s wire-level behavior to a high-level RPC-style specification, such as that in Figure 1. Informally, IPR says that the HSM implementation (and it’s wire-level cycle-precise behavior) should be indistinguishable from and reveal no more information than an oracle that implements the functional specification (where there is no notion of wires or timing, only input and output values). This ensures that the HSM implements the specification, but that an adversary attempting to exploit the HSM by manipulating wire-level inputs and observing the outputs at every cycle, learns no more information than the specification allows. This ensures the absence of exploitable bugs at the digital level, as well as the absence of timing side-channel vulnerabilities.

## 3 Design

K2’s hardware and software architecture isolates computation over secret data and prevent bugs and timing side channels. A small kernel runs different functionality at different times in a strict phase-based operation, to maximize simplicity and ease verification. Application software is written as a state transition system: it receives the HSM state and a command as input, and it writes an updated state and output in response.

Figure 2 shows a logical view of the design: I/O, storage, and computation over secret state are split onto separate systems-on-a-chip (each with their own CPU, memory, peripherals, etc.) that communicate with each other. Commands from the host are processed as follows: the I/O CPU reads in a command; then, the storage CPU reads in the persistent state; both are sent to the app CPU, which takes the state and command and handles it to produce a new state and an output; the new state is sent back to the storage CPU, which persists it; finally, the output is sent to the I/O CPU, which forwards it to the host.

Figure 3 shows K2’s hardware implementation, which realizes this logical design on a single CPU using RISC-V Physical Memory Protection (PMP) hardware and memory-mapped peripherals, along with a small kernel that runs some code in RISC-V M-mode to manage PMP configuration and run each phase of the logical design in sequence on the single CPU, clearing state between phases to ensure isolation.

### 3.1 Kernel

The software architecture’s main goal is to separate and isolate the HSM application code that operates on sensitive data, such that computing over confidential data runs correctly and doesn’t leak information via timing side channels. To accomplish this, the design uses a couple hundred lines of kernel code that is independent of the particular HSM application. Tens of lines of code run in RISC-V M-mode to program the PMP and orchestrate switching between phases.
The phases allow the host to send a command to the HSM, then have the HSM process the command, and finally allow the host to read back the response from the HSM. Each phase runs in U-mode with the appropriate PMP permissions set; a tiny M-mode trampoline ensures appropriate PMP setup and control flow integrity between phases: a RISC-V `eca11` instruction invoked by a phase running in U-mode jumps back into the M-mode kernel, which switches to the next phase. Between each phase transition, the software clears all microarchitectural state in the processor, to avoid leaking secrets across phases. Figure 2 illustrates the different phases of operation in the logical design.

**Phase 0: Boot and clear state.** In case the device is power cycled when there is sensitive state in RAM or in CPU microarchitectural state, the software clears all volatile state on boot, so that any secrets that might have been present there aren’t leaked.

**Phase 1: Read command from host.** The kernel programs the PMP to disable access to the persistent memory, which is the only place that secret state is stored, while in this phase. Then, the kernel runs an I/O peripheral driver in U-mode, which reads a serialized command from the host machine and writes it into the device’s RAM. Once the host has written the command, the software transitions to the next phase. The behavior of the device in this phase is independent of secrets.

**Phase 2: Load persistent state.** The kernel programs the PMP to disable access to the I/O peripheral, so the device’s behavior is no longer affected by inputs from the external world, and the device can’t produce externally-observable outputs. It also programs the PMP to enable read-only access to persistent memory. Then, the kernel uses U-mode code to copy state from persistent memory into the RAM, so the RAM now stores both the device’s state as well as the command from the host machine.

**Phase 3: Run application.** The kernel programs the PMP to disable access to both the I/O peripheral and the persistent memory. It then runs the application code (in RISC-V U-mode) that the application developer writes, which reads state and a command from RAM, does some computation, and writes an updated state and an output back to RAM.

**Phase 4: Store persistent state.** The kernel enables read/write access to the persistent memory, but not the I/O peripheral. It then uses U-mode code to write updated state from RAM back into the persistent memory, using a simple journaling strategy for crash atomicity. Finally, it clears all state, including both microarchitectural state in the CPU as well as the RAM, except the output from the application code (from phase 3).

**Phase 5: Write output to host.** The kernel configures the PMP to disable access to the persistent memory. It then runs the I/O peripheral driver again (in U-mode), which sends the output over the I/O interface to the host machine. This completes the execution of a single command, and the device returns to phase 0 to begin processing the next command.

### 3.2 Application code

The developer of an HSM application only writes the software that runs in phase 3, implementing a state transition function with the signature:

```c
void main(char *state, char *cmd, char *out)
```

The code operates on a copy of the state in RAM, interprets a serialized command, and updates the state and produces an output in response to the command, both written back to the RAM and read by later phases.

With the phase-based operation of the HSM, this application code runs start-to-finish with no interruptions, with the only observables being the final output value and the end-to-end timing of execution.

The application developer is responsible for writing code that is correct, i.e., updates the state and produces the correct output value, according to the specification. Furthermore, the application developer is responsible for writing code that runs in constant time. K2 provides a tool that verifies this property and helps debug violations.

### 4 Formal verification

Verification of a K2 HSM relates the HSM implementation to a high-level functional specification such as that in Figure 1 using information-preserving refinement (IPR) [16]. IPR captures correctness and security of the HSM by requiring that an implementation implements the specification but leaks no more information than the specification allows.

K2 decomposes IPR into a number of properties, some that can be proved in a once-and-for-all manner by the developer.
of the hardware and kernel, and others that can be proved by the application developer on a per-application basis, that together imply IPR.

4.1 Hardware and kernel
The system developer proves functional correctness of all but phase 3, which is when the application software runs: this is mostly straightforward functional correctness verification. On the security and information leakage side, phases 0, 1, and 5 have no access to secrets; merely showing that the PMP is configured appropriately is enough. For phases 2 and 4, which handle secret state, the developer proves that the phases run in constant time, i.e., in a constant number of cycles.

4.2 Application code
The application developer only needs to prove properties about the execution of the application software (phase 3). The functional correctness aspect is standard and can leverage existing tools and libraries for formally-verified software; we build on top of HACL\*. The challenge is achieving security and the absence of timing side-channel leakage. To enable this, K2 includes a tool called Chroniton that allows the application developer to verify that their software runs in constant time on the hardware implementation.

Unlike other approaches for verifying timing behavior, Chroniton verifies the timing behavior of software with respect to the particular HSM’s hardware implementation (e.g., Verilog code), rather than a proxy like a leakage model. The benefit is that this approach does not require making assumptions about the hardware’s timing behavior. Tools like Icarus Verilog and Verilator are capable of cycle-accurate simulations of processors running such code. These simulators operate on concrete values: every bit is a 0 or a 1, so they are not directly useful for verifying timing properties, such as how execution time depends on the private key.

Chroniton implements a cycle-accurate symbolic hardware simulator to reason about processors executing code. Using a symbolic simulator, we can mark state elements in the circuit, e.g., locations in the processor’s memory such as those corresponding to state and cmd, as symbolic variables, and then symbolically execute the entire circuit (as it’s executing the application code) and determine whether the circuit’s execution time depends on these symbolic variables.

Symbolic simulation can reason about the number of cycles a circuit, starting from the start of phase 3 (when the application code starts executing) to the start of the next phase (when the circuit is no longer computing on secret values).

5 Current status
We currently have a prototype implementation of an HSM following the K2 design, and we have verified some properties of the implementation, focusing on verifying constant-time execution using Chroniton.

The HSM uses mostly off-the-shelf hardware (the Ibex processor and OpenTitan SoC) and software (the cryptography code from HACL\*), which is compatible with our approach and tooling.

5.1 Implementation
Our HSM’s hardware is a stripped-down version of the OpenTitan open-source root of trust, which uses the Ibex RISC-V processor. On top of that, we have written a couple hundred lines of C and RISC-V assembly to implement the K2 architecture and phase-based design.

We have written a signature oracle (similar to a certificate-signing HSM) as an example application, leveraging the HACL\* [50] formally-verified cryptographic library.

5.2 Verification
Our initial efforts on formal verification have been focused on proving timing properties of software running on hardware. To do this, we have implemented the Chroniton tool\footnote{https://github.com/anishathalye/chroniton}, written in approximately 100 lines of Rosette [47] code. It builds on the Verilog-to-Rosette toolchain chain from Notary [15, 37], which translates circuits written in Verilog into cycle-accurate Rosette models supporting symbolic execution.

We have applied Chroniton to verify constant-time execution of several software applications against several hardware implementations, including verifying that HACL\*’s Ed25519 implementation runs in constant time on our processor. We have also applied Chroniton to other HSM-like devices like the OpenTitan Big Number Accelerator\footnote{https://opentitan.org/book/hw/ip/otbn/index.html} (OTBN), verifying that its X25519 implementation runs in constant time.

6 Related Work

**Hardware/software verification.** Knox [16] performs end-to-end verification of HSM hardware and software with monolithic reasoning, while modularity is a central goal of K2. A long line of work performs end-to-end verification of functional correctness properties for hardware/software systems, with an emphasis on modular verification [12, 18, 25, 34]. Proving functional correctness does not prove security properties (enforcing correct behavior even if a host machine deviates from the wire protocol, for example) or rule out timing side channels, while these are central security goals of HSMs and K2.

**Time protection and enclaves.** Research on verified security-focused operating systems proves properties such as process isolation in systems like seL4 [39], mCertiKOS [23], Komodo [27], and Nickel [44]. Recent work proposes time...
Leakage models. One approach for verifying constant-time execution uses leakage models [14]; these are commonly used in verifying constant-time cryptography [13, 19, 22, 26, 43, 50]. Recent work has proposed more sophisticated leakage models [21, 28, 38] and validated hardware against these models through fuzzing [20, 41, 42], sometimes revealing gaps between leakage models and hardware implementations. Today’s verified cryptographic software is not verified against these sophisticated leakage models. In recent work, Wang et al. [49] formally verify simple open-source RISC-V processors against leakage contracts. Today’s leakage models reason only about the CPU/ISA and do not support reasoning about hardware-level timing behavior of other parts of the stack, such as code that uses control and status registers or interacts with peripherals such as storage or I/O in a system-on-a-chip, whereas our approach with Chroniton does support this.

7 Discussion

What workloads fit the K2 model? K2 supports traditional HSM applications, where the state and functionality is relatively simple. The entire premise of HSMs is to factor out the key security-related functionality, so these applications are going to be simple by design. The current K2 design requires copying the entire state of the HSM for every operation, so it is not a good fit for functionalities that require large amounts of state such as table lookup into a large database.

Does the approach scale to more sophisticated CPUs? Our implementation currently uses a simple two-stage pipelined RISC-V CPU used in the OpenTitan, but the CPU could be replaced with a much more powerful one. One challenge might be that the verification approach doesn’t scale to more sophisticated hardware. So far, we have successfully applied Chroniton to software running on the biRISC-V CPU, which is a 6-stage dual-issue processor that is more complex than the Ibex processor used in K2. We have not yet tried applying Chroniton to, e.g., out-of-order processors.

How much does performance matter in this context? For end-user devices like U2F tokens, as well as for certain server-side HSM applications where the request rate is low, the slowdown from K2’s relatively underpowered CPU as well as architecture with strict time-partitioning of I/O, storage, and computation, is tolerable. In some applications, high performance is a requirement, such as CA certificate signing: Let’s Encrypt performed approximately 450 signatures per second as of September 2019, split over 4 HSMs [10]. When using K2 HSMs, a greater number can be used to provide the necessary throughput.
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